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Abstract

In the post-industrial age, the transformation of urban networks and urban regions was fundamentally influenced by the rapid spread of infocommunication technologies (ICT) and the Internet. People share information in their daily lives with the help of various ICT devices and ultimately generate georeferenced data that could obtain important information about people’s use of space, spatial movement and social connections. The main aim of the study is to explore the urban geographical and spatial impacts of ICT and social media networks in Hungarian cities. We focus on drawing territorial and settlement hierarchical patterns and clusters based on the mobile communication and online social network relationship data of Hungarian cities. The paper highlights the relationship between the intensity of mobile communication and the density and expansion of intercity social relations and the settlements’ level of economic development, respectively. The methodology is based on mobile phone call detail record (CDR) analysis and intercity network analysis of social media activities. Our findings suggest that different communication networks follow divergent spatial patterns in Hungary. The traditional East–West dichotomy of the Hungarian spatial divide is still reflected in mobile communication, but intercity clusters based on social media activities are usually aligned to the borders of administrative structures. In several cases, we were able to identify strong intercity links between settlements with a similar level of economic development of the mesolevel spatial structure that traverses over different counties and regional borders. Results on social and demographic issues suggest that ‘generation Z’ could play a key role in dampening the social and economic tensions created by the digital divide in the long run. Using a multidimensional explanatory model, we could demonstrate the growing interconnectedness between digital networks and economic development.
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Introduction

Knowledge-intensive industries and especially the emergence and development of information and communication technologies (ICT) opened a new chapter in urban development and is expected to be a sector that will determine economic development in the coming decades. In the post-industrial age, the transformation of urban networks and urban regions was fundamentally influenced by the rapid spread of ICT. Urbanization and ICT have not only changed the physical environment of cities, but they have also influenced changes in the social and economic environment (Portugali, J. et al. 2012). The restructuring of urban space has been strongly influenced by ICT. It has played an important role in all areas of human life and has also significantly reshaped people’s be-
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haviour (Alias, N.A. 2013; Wiig, A. 2014). This is because people share information in their daily lives with the help of various information communication technologies (mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, etc.) and ultimately generate knowledge in a bottom-up way. If this shared information is georeferenced, we can also obtain important information about people’s use of space, spatial movement and social connections (Ciuccarelli, P. et al. 2014).

Sassen, S. (2001) pointed out that ICT transforms the spatial organization of society and economy, as well as consumption patterns. In recent years, however, several studies have highlighted the contradictory effects of ICT on urban development and it is still unclear how ICT affects the transformation of urban space (Audirac, I. 2005), as telecommunication technologies are changing very rapidly (Graham, S. and Marvin, S. 2002) or we are not even able to recognize the spatial effects of ICT (Firmino, R.J. et al. 2006). One of the questions to be answered today is whether telecommunications, the intensity of connections are better supported by the close physical connection of people and companies or whether proximity and geographical location are losing their relevance because of virtual connections due to modern ICT systems. This area of discussion could gain useful insights due to the COVID-19 pandemic that fundamentally (and prospectively not just temporarily) changed how people interact, work and move.

Many believe that ICT will fundamentally change and undermine the importance of geography and distance in urban development and a potential impact of ICT will be that people will be scattered in space and the role of cities as central places will diminish (Iammarino, S. and McCann, P. 2013). According to Cairncross, F. (2001), space and distance will play a smaller and smaller role in the future, and Gillespie, A. and Williams, H. (1988) make the point that ICT resolves geographical (territorial) differences. In contrast, some experts believe that the effects of the Internet and cyberspace on the space-time relationship will persist, so that geographical space, including spatial location and distance, will continue to play a key role in urban development (Jakobi, Á. 2013; Lengyel, B. et al. 2015).

Tranos, E. (2013) draws attention to the fact that the Internet and telecommunications continue to be primarily urban phenomena. Material and digital spaces are becoming more and more intertwined, building and working together. The economic performance continues to depend on stationary, material spaces, which are increasingly permeated by the Internet and the cyber network (Graham, S. 1998). Thus, the Internet and ICT ultimately increase the importance of geography and distance (Tranos, E. and Nijkamp, P. 2013). The correlation between the use of ICT and the Internet and the city is not negative, and virtual and physical contact do not replace but rather complement each other.

The main aim of the study is to explore the urban geographical and spatial impacts of ICT and social media networks through the investigation of mobile phone cell data (call detail records CDR, big data analysis) and the intercity network linkages of an online social network.

Based on these two types of data we aim to answer the following research questions:

– What territorial and settlement hierarchical patterns and clusters can be drawn based on the mobile communication and online social network relationship data of Hungarian cities?
– Are macro-level processes of mobile communication reflected in the demographic and spatial characteristics of mobile use?
– Is there any relationship between the intensity of mobile communication and the density and expansion of intercity social relations and the settlements’ level of economic development?
– What is the role and weight of different digital networks in shaping territorial patterns?

The main added value of the research is that based on a novel approach and innova-
ative methodology using cell phone data and social media network analyses simultaneously, new scientific results are provided on the changing spatial structure of Hungary. This allows us to get insights into differences between traditional territorial structures and the latent digital and virtual spatial patterns.

Theoretical background

Digital divide in a digitalising world

Socio-economic disparities in Europe have a profound impact on internet use, with the result that EU countries are increasingly faced with growing digital inequalities (Stiakakis, E. et al. 2010). The concept of the digital divide emerged in the mid-1990s (Long-Scott, A. 1995) and became a focus of research in the second half of the 2000s. By the time research had drawn attention to the fact that Internet access and the development of the ICT sector could fundamentally increase social and territorial inequalities (Rallet, A. and Rochelant, F. 2007). In the 2010s, a growing body of research testified that ICT undoubtedly contributes to economic development (Pepper, R. and Garrity, J. 2015). Therefore, there is no doubt that ICT and digital technologies have a positive impact on economic development, but this development is highly uneven across countries (Richmond, K. and Triplett, R.E. 2017). This process has been highlighted by several international reports in recent years as well (The Global Information Technology Report 2015; World Development Report 2016).

The World Bank’s Digital Dividends (2016) report makes several key findings that are closely related to the topic of our study. On the one hand, it states that ICT and the Internet are fundamental contributors to economic growth and social inclusion, but on the other hand, we cannot ignore the fact that the digital divide can be as large as the gap between countries’ economic development. While 80 per cent of the world’s population has access to a mobile phone, internet access is only 40 per cent. Of course, there is a significant gap in mobile and internet usage between developing and developed countries. Digital divide is predominantly increased by accessibility to the internet in developing countries and skills in the developed world and the European Union. There are also significant gender and age differences in the use of digital technologies: men and young people use them to a greater extent.

Cities as hubs of the digital space

An examination of the use of mobile communication devices in cities provides an excellent opportunity to explore the quality and characteristics of technology and communication. In urban space, the population moves between a relatively small number of locations, usually along well-defined trajectories. Csáji, B.C. et al. (2012) concluded that now people spend most of their time in a few locations and Song, C. et al. (2010) observed a 93 per cent potential predictability in user mobility. Due to urbanization, the proportion of the urban population is constantly increasing, so the population is increasingly tied to the urban space, and their daily life and mobility are increasingly taking place in the urban space. Mobile communication devices play a decisive role in communication and by collecting and examining the data generated during their use, we can essentially gain insight into the operation of the city. The easiest way to research mobile usage is to collect and analyze event-driven mobile phone network data (event means voice, SMS or data messages).

Most telephone networks generate call detail record (CDR) that are data records produced by a telephone exchange documenting the details of a phone call or SMS passed through the device. CDR data is extremely suitable to track the whole population for a long time and with relatively high spatial accuracy (Calabrese, F. et al. 2011a, b; Deville, P. et al. 2014). By implication, the more intense the mobile communication, the larger
the amount of CDR data generated, and the transmission of data requires an increasingly advanced technological background and mobile communication network. The capacity of the installed infrastructure varies dramatically across different cities and regions, thus, affecting the aggregated opportunities in these areas to participate and enjoy the benefits of the digital economy (Tranos, E. et al. 2013).

According to Raschke, M. et al. (2014) there is a close correlation between the construction of the mobile communication network (i.e. digital accessibility) and the position of cities in the settlement hierarchy. However, the digital accessibility pattern reveals an alternative urban hierarchy incorporating the cost and opportunities for virtual interaction. This new hierarchy, while still employing physical distance as a proxy for the cost and value of virtual interactions, results in European geography, where the core remains similar to the one that is revealed by more traditional accessibility measures. Research has moved to the direction of how to redraw the previous settlement hierarchy based on opportunities of mobile communications and virtual interactions. In many cases, new settlements appear as dominant hubs within the socio-economic space.

Technological development, communication and the use of mobile communication devices are predominantly concentrated in the urban areas, therefore cities can be interpreted as independent communication hubs in the digital space. We hypothesize that the communication (event and data traffic) measured in each city is closely related to the economic role, competitiveness, and productivity of the local economy.

Another source of information that can be utilized to capture the dynamics of social relations is online social network data. We suggest that it can be used as a proxy for real life social ties (Bailey, M. et al. 2018; Norbutas, L. and Corten, R. 2018). While family and close friendship ties constitute bonding social capital (relations) that reflects connections characterised by high levels of similarity not just in terms of demographic characteristics, values and attitudes but available information resources (Granovetter, M. 1985; McPherson, M. et al. 2001). On the contrary, bridging social capital describes connections that link different social groups and therefore are essential to the spread of information, ideas and resources. Cities can also be described by aggregate network characteristics of their individuals both in terms of intercity (Pan, W. et al. 2013) and intracity connections (Tóth, G. et al. 2021).

Digital networks and the socio-economic development

Early big data and network research on mobile use began in the second half of the 2000s. Dominant research institutions in this field were the Barabási’s ‘Center for Complex Network Research’, Ratti’s team of the ‘MIT SENSEable City Lab’ and Ahas’s ‘Mobility Lab 13’ of the University of Tartu. Thanks to the pioneering work of the three organizations, the number and scope of research expanded significantly in the early 2010s and nowadays three distinct scopes of research related to mobile use have emerged:


2. Research related to the geographical and urban space (e.g. Ahas, R. et al. 2006; Becker, R.A. et al. 2011; EC 2014; Järv, O. et al. 2014);


Mobile phones and similarly innocuous devices opened the way to social network analyses and research on the geography of social networks (Blondel, V.D. et al. 2010, 2015; More, J. and Lingam, C. 2013; Schläpfer, M. et al. 2014). Since the mid-1990s, more and more research demonstrated that ICT is an important source of productivity.
The first studies to reveal the links between mobile use and socio-economic development appeared in the late 2000s. Eagle, N. et al. (2010) in a study using data from the UK suggested that the social and geographical diversity of contacts correlates positively with the socio-economic characteristics of the neighbourhood, thus, there is a relationship between the structure of a user’s social network and the environment in which they live. Mao, H. et al. (2013) investigated the relationship between the characteristics of mobile phone network and the socio-economic status of a developing region in the Ivory Coast. They observed that high mobile communication activity seems to correspond well to regions that are important for the national economy. Smith-Clarke, C. et al. (2014) found that poverty levels are also linked to deviations from the expected flow of communications: if the volume of communication is significantly lower than expected from and to a certain area, then higher poverty levels are to be expected. Frias-Martinez, V. et al. (2013) observed that socio-economic levels follow a pattern which is basically predictable by mobile phone data. Norbutas, L. and Corten, R. (2018) analyzed network structure and economic prosperity in Dutch municipalities. They recognized that geographically long bridges are linked to economic prosperity at community level, and high network density and fragmentation are associated with lower economic prosperity. Thus, over the past decade, countless research findings have shown that CDR together with online social network data are a suitable way to demonstrate the economic performance of cities.

Methodological background

Analysis of urban mobile use based on cell data

In recent years, several summary studies on the structure and operation of mobile networks have been published, which provide a very good overview of the technological background of mobile communication systems and cell data processing (Calabrese, F. et al. 2014; He, Y. et al. 2016; Gregersen, F.A. and Lunke, E.B. 2018; Qin, S. et al. 2019). Therefore, in the methodological part, we do not present the technological background of mobile network systems and only introduce the methodology of our specific research.

For the research, we used the mobile cell data of Telekom Hungary’s network (hereinafter Telekom). The spatial projections of mobile cells are polygons, which denote the area served by each tower. To determine the position and extent of the polygons, Telekom uses a 127 x 127 m raster network that fully covers the territory of the country. The basic unit of a polygon is, thus, the raster, for which, however, we have only estimated information. In the network of the service provider, more than 24 million rasters, and 40,000 polygons cover the territory of Hungary. In this raster network, we can localize nearly 220 million events on an average day.

Cell data provided by Telekom Hungary records the coverage area within which the subscriber is likely to be during the active use of a SIM card. The system records the minute-based time of the activity indicating the start of the activity (i.e. the time of starting/receiving a voice call, the time of sending/receiving an SMS and the start of Internet use). Besides location data, the database contains information on the country of origin, device type, age, gender, zip code and company type. The database of the service provider was supplemented with Corine Land Cover data updated in 2012 and information on the device used.

The most crucial methodological question was how to assign polygons to the examined settlements. This is because polygons can cover several settlements, rasters can appear inside or outside the city, even covering water surfaces. The most expedient solution was to divide cell data proportionally between the settlements and the areas of different character. So, if 70 out of the 100 rasters of a polygon is covering territorial unit A and 30 territorial unit B, then the equipment (SIM
(card subscriber) using the tower was classified 0.7 parts to unit A, and 0.3 parts to unit B. The sum of the fractional values shows more accurately the number of Telekom subscribers in a given city. We also weighted the cell data according to the character of the raster, as in the city, mobile use is much more likely to be related to residential areas or green spaces than to agricultural areas or even water surfaces. Depending on the type of rasters, the following weighting was applied (in per cent):
- 100: Residential areas, parks, cemeteries, green areas, sports courts, airports etc.
- 50: Industrial areas, roads, railways, ports etc.
- 20: Agricultural areas, forests, water surfaces etc.

During the research, we collected data from 345 Hungarian cities and Budapest. The data was collected for 7 days between September 2018 and June 2019 including both typical weekdays and weekend days. All indicators used in the analysis are based on the average values calculated for these days.

The original dataset included several metrics for the content and intensity for mobile communication, such as frequencies for incoming and outgoing voice calls and SMSs; number of online events that required transfer of data; and number of devices that were located in the cell coverage area linked to the particular settlement. In the analysis we used per capita ratio of events and events per equipment. We also made some experiments with a special index that shows the ratio of Apple devices compared to all devices in the total number of events. Since devices manufactured by Apple are generally more expensive than competing brands, we hypothesize that the index might positively correlate with income at settlement level (Figure 1).

**Online social network data**

Besides CDR data we also used information on social relations derived from an online social network. The iWiW (International Who Is Who) was launched in 2002 and shortly became the most widely used online social network in Hungary. At its peak around 2010, it was one of the most visited national websites reaching most internet users of the country. In February 2013, the entire dataset of iWiW with information on self-chosen location (at town level) and connection data (establishment of friendship ties) was made available for us for scientific research purposes. Use of the service was limited to those aged over 14, so theoretically the maximum number of potential users was 8.2 million people in Hungary. The total number of users who chose a Hungarian settlement as their home location reached 2.8 million by early 2013 (another 600,000 users were outside Hungary). This implies that about 33 per cent of Hungarians older than 14 years were part of the network. Considering the level of internet users measured by nationally representative surveys (76%) in 2013, close to 50 per cent of the adult online population were also iWiW users.

In our analysis, social connections represented online are used as a proxy of real-life social connections. This approach is certainly a simplification of the complex social reality, but we argue that despite our data is imperfect and has certain limitations (i.e. we do not know about the nature of social connections, their strength, frequency of communication, etc.), until now it is still the best available source, and there is no such systematic bias in the data that would question the validity of the analysis. Since our analysis focusing only on cities (345 settlements excluding Budapest) in Hungary, the representativity of the data is better than using the full dataset that includes more than 2,000 additional villages with generally lower user rates. The average iWiW user rate varied between 23 and 36 per cent across different city size categories. The use of online social networks (similar to the general use of technology) is potentially influenced by the level of economic development, therefore introducing some bias to the analysis. (Tóth, G. et al. 2021). However, the use of weighted network metrics eliminates the problem.
Network measure for identifying the relative strength of city-to-city connections

Based on the methods described by Lengyel, B. et al. (2015), Jakobi, Á. (2017), and Tóth, G. et al. (2021) we calculated three network indicators for the subset of 345 cities in Hungary.

- The overall embeddedness of a given city was measured by the log-likelihood ratios of observed and randomly expected settlement-to-settlement tie weights. This indicator controls for the bias derived from the different size (and therefore different number of iWiW users) of cities. Smaller values indicate generally weaker connections to other cities, while larger values imply a higher level of embeddedness to the social network of cities. Figure 2 shows the slightly right skewed distribution of average weights in cities peaking around -1.5.

- Average relative distance rates refer to the physical distance of connections a city has with other cities in the country. Since the absolute distance of connections largely depends on central or peripheral geo-position of a settlement (Jakobi, Á. 2017, 206) we used relative distance rates that account for the comparison of the observed and expected distance averages.

- While the first two measured were intended to capture the intercity network characteristics, social network fragmentation was calculated for each intracity networks in our data-set. Based on the Louvain algorithm the density of edges within groups was compared to the density across groups, and then scaled by a theoretical maximum value when all edges were within the communities. Intracity networks with high fragmentation have dense connections between the nodes within communities but sparse connections between nodes in different communities.

Results

Spatial and demographic characteristics of mobile use

The results of our big data analysis based on mobile phone use and related to the spatial patterns and networks of digitalization reflect previous geographical results obtained using traditional research methods. Figure 3 shows the traditionally underdeveloped areas, which proves that the results of big data investigations can be used in spatial analysis and urban mobile use investigations provide relevant information on spatial processes. Based on the event per capita and the event per equipment indicator and related statistics, the following groups of settlements can be identified as defining digital nodes in the Hungarian city network system:

1. Budapest and Budapest Metropolitan Region. The city and districts of the downtown
(e.g. districts I., V. and VI.) as well as the cities of the western sector of the agglomeration zone (e.g. Törökbálint, Budaörs);

2. Cities along major transport axes and motorways (e.g. Komárom and Lébény along the Budapest–Hegyeshalom axis of M1 motorway leading to the West, Rácalmás – the headquarter of Hankook Tires in Hungary – along the M6 motorway leading to the South);

3. Cities and spa towns with significant tourist potential (e.g. Zamárdi and Zalakaros near Lake Balaton, and Visegrád near Budapest);

4. Cities located near significant border crossings (e.g. Záhony, at the border to the Ukraine). The “digital desert” of the city network consists of the following groups of settlements:

1. Cities located on the periphery from a geographical settlement point of view (e.g. Sajószentpéter in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county, and Salgótarján, the county seat of Nógrád county, both counties located in Northern Hungary);

2. Settlements located in so-called inner peripheries from a socio-economic point of view (e.g. Rákóczifalva in the Great Plain, Sád in Southern Transdanubia, and Répcelak in Western Transdanubia).

We hypothesized that mobile phone use reflects Hungary’s traditional economic pattern. Research over the past decades has shown that, on the one hand, the Hungarian economy is characterised by a significant West–East divide with higher levels of development in the central and western part of the country (e.g. Budapest and Western Transdanubia), and on the other hand, the most underdeveloped areas of the country are located in the south-west and north-east (e.g. Baranya, Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén and Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg counties) (Nemes Nagy, J. and Tagai, G. 2011; Dusek, T. et al. 2014; Győri, R. and Mikle, G. 2017).

To prove the West–East dichotomy in digitalization and mobile use, we calculated the correlation between cell data and the coordi-
nates of the GPS geodetic reference system of the WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984). This grid system is used to determine the geographical (spatial) position. During the investigations, we examined the correlation between the values of data traffic per event indicator measured in cities and the longitude coordinates of cities given in the WGS84 system. The reference settlement was Szentgotthárd as the most Western city in Hungary.

In the WGS84 system, the West–East slope was clearly detectable in the spatial change in mobile cell data. The farther to the East the city is from Szentgotthárd, the lower the data traffic/event index. The correlation shows a medium-strong co-movement with reverse sign in both small towns and large cities. We also calculated the correlation with Budapest as the reference settlement as well. Results indicate that mobile use decreased with distance from the capital city, the correlation shows a moderate co-movement with reverse sign. The core–periphery relation shows a lower correlation than the West–East dichotomy (Table 1).

We also hypothesized that the spatial patterns drawn in urban mobile communications are also reflected in the demographic and spatial characteristics of mobile use. We examined the demographic and territorial processes underlying mobile communication through the use of mobile devices by different generations (i.e. generations X, Y and Z). The proportion of smartphones among mobile users is a simple yet excellent indicator that is suitable for exploring the differences in mobile use between generations and its spatial pattern. Information on the age of the subscribers was provided by Telekom for 10-year cohorts, so generations could be defined as follows: generation X (41–60 years old), generation Y (21–40 years old), generation Z (11–20 years old). Due to the division by cohorts, the identification of generations slightly differs from the official, scientific age classification of these generations.

Nationwide, the proportion of smartphone users is 85.5 per cent, which is for information only, as for many users, the cell information does not include the type of mobile device used. The technological proficiency of generation Z is well reflected in the type of mobile phones and communication devices used. Members of generation Z are virtually born into the use of digital technologies and are often called digital natives (Prensky, M. 2001) who are accustomed to the rapid flow of information and the rapid reception of information. It is no coincidence that the proportion of smartphone users is higher in all city categories compared to other generations (Table 2). In this table only those subscribers are counted whose mobile device could be identified.

The share of smartphones in all settlement categories shows significant differences between generations. We can state that the use of smartphones, which actually represents a higher level of technology and require more proficiency, decreases with age. However, this trend will clearly fade out in the future, as with the ageing of generation Z, technological proficiency will reach an ever higher level in society. On the other hand, we have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City size by population</th>
<th>Events per capita</th>
<th>Events per equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Szentgotthárd*</td>
<td>Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Szentgotthárd*</td>
<td>Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 100,000</td>
<td>-0.263</td>
<td>-0.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,001–100,000</td>
<td>-0.597</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,001–50,000</td>
<td>-0.339</td>
<td>-0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,001–20,000</td>
<td>-0.379***</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 5,000</td>
<td>-0.375***</td>
<td>-0.224**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The most Western city in Hungary, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
to emphasize that no significant differences can be detected within the same generation at the different settlement category levels. Comparing our results with those of Table 2, we can conclude that higher position in the settlement hierarchy brings along more active mobile phone use in each generation.

Looking at the spatial pattern of the use of communication devices in cities, we can state that the spatial characteristics of mobile phone users of generation Z in Hungarian cities significantly differ from those of generation X and Y. For generation Z, no characteristic spatial pattern is recognizable, which means no significant difference can be detected in the geographical pattern of mobile use (Figure 4). This process is particularly striking in the case of smaller cities. Thus, generation Z can successfully contribute to reducing the negative effects of the digital divide.

Another noteworthy result comes from the use of the ‘Apple index’ that was calculated from the mobile communication dataset (Figure 5). The share of Apple device users (compared to other brands) ranges from 7.98 per cent (in Mezőkovácsáz, average income per capita: 1.21 million HUF) to 35.91 per cent (in Budaörs, average income per capita: 1.92 million HUF) with a mean value of 18.19 per cent. Figure 5 shows that the ‘Apple index’ is a relatively reliable predictor ($R^2 = 0.69$, $p < 0.001$) of income per capita at settlement level. (There might be some biases that we could not control for: mobile events might not only be linked to local population but also to devices that are owned by people who only temporarily work or just pass through the settlement.) Nevertheless, this indicator is a good example of such big data – CDR sources that could complement and/or validate official statistics (Blumenstock, J. et al. 2015).

In the tail end of the coordinate system, where the low share of Apple devices is coupled with low per capita income, we find mainly small towns with less than 5,000 inhabitants located in the periphery and inner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City size by population</th>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 100,000</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,001–100,000</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,001–50,000</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,001–20,000</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 5,000</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>95.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>93.2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
periphery of the country (where the average ratio of Apple devices is 17.2%). Moving up the settlement hierarchy, as the size of cities increases, the overall position of each category of cities in the model becomes more favourable and the share of Apple devices increases (with average for cities with a population of more than 100,000 inhabitants of 21.2%). Large cities (regional centres and county seats) therefore have an ‘Apple index’ slightly above the national average. In the upper section of the coordinate system we find the wealthiest cities located on the Buda side of the Budapest metropolitan region (Budaörs, Törökbálint, Budakeszi, Biatorbágy). Our results, thus, show a strong correlation between the ‘Apple index’, per capita income and position in the hierarchy of municipalities. The position of the towns alongside the Lake Balaton and spa towns with significant tourism is surprising: an above-average ‘Apple index’ is associated with lower per capita income, supposing that these cities attract many people of the middle class in wealthier cities of the country as visitors and tourists. The ‘Apple index’ is the lowest in Békés county (12.6%), which is experiencing significant social and economic difficulties, and highest in Pest county (24.3%), which actually includes the Budapest agglomeration. 

Spatial patterns and clusters of intercity social networks

Using the pairwise LLR weights and filtering to city-to-city connections with LLR weights larger than 2, we were able to identify several \( (n = 13) \) densely connected groups of cities in Hungary. The clustering was based on the Louvain method (Blondel, V.D. et al. 2008). Certainly, the results are in line with the findings of the earlier study of Lengyel, B. et al. (2015) using data for all available settlements in Hungary.

Based on the map of Figure 6 and 7, some general observations could be made. Most importantly, the borders of the clusters tend to resemble the administrative county and planning-statistical region borders, however, in some cases they overlap them. The map of the clusters clearly demonstrates that based on their social connections, cities in the Budapest agglomeration does not constitute an integral spatial structure. Rather it disperses into independent northern, western, and eastern sectors that are only loosely connected to each other.

There are two remarkable natural barriers that also limit the formation of social connections. Ties overarching the northern and
southern shore of Lake Balaton, and also ties between cities lying on the left and right sides of the Danube are clearly weaker.

Additionally, the administrative and intercity social networks of the regions of Western and Central Transdanubia in the north-western part of the country does not overlap. The less developed Zala county in Western Transdanubia is rather connected to the least developed Veszprém county of the Central Transdanubia region forming Cluster 2. Cluster 13 mostly covers the western agglomeration zone of Budapest. The administrative regional and county boundaries between regions of Northern Hungary and Northern Great Plain are increasingly blurred by the spatial pattern of intercity social network relations and are aligned with a west-east developmental slope (Clusters 7–10). A narrow buffer zone (Clusters 8 and 10) separates the larger western half of the area (Cluster 7) and the smaller eastern half (Cluster 9). In the western and north-western as well as in the northern and north-eastern part of the country, digital networks could lead to a major change in the spatial pattern in the long term.

In terms of digital network interconnections, the Southern Great Plain and South Transdanubia regions appear as well-defined autonomous areas. However, there are very few intercity network connections between the western half (Cluster 12 – Bács-Kiskun county, and Cluster 3 – Somogy county) and the eastern half (Cluster 11 – Csongrád-Csanád and Békés counties, and Cluster 4 – Baranya and Tolna counties) of the two regions.

Budapest and Pest county (autonomous administrative regions since 2018) cannot be considered as separate territorial units from a digital network perspective. The circular agglomeration of Budapest does not constitute a unified cluster, instead it is split into northern, eastern, southern and western sectors.

Using data for 2018 we compared individual cities and city clusters with their average level of income per capita. The cities that build up each cluster have different positions in their sub-networks. In absolute terms,
Fig. 7. Intercity clusters identified by the strongest ties across cities.
large cities (e.g. county seats) are responsible for the majority of links in the network. However, when controlling for their size, a different pattern emerges, and in many cases the strongest relative connections are to be found between smaller cities.

The presence of strong or weak external ties could also be linked to the economic development of cities. Left part of Figure 8 shows a significant linear relationship between city-to-city weighted connections and income per capita ($r_{345} = 0.60, p < 0.001$). Similar pattern could be observed for the 13 intercity network clusters. The three clusters (No. 5, 6 and 13) that occupy the central region of Hungary have the highest level of income with larger LLR weights indicating stronger external connections. At the opposite end of the plot, we find the majority of clusters (No. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) that represent the eastern part of Hungary with weaker average (weighted) intercity connections that also implies low average cluster-level incomes (Figure 8, right). We might conclude that cities having strong and extensive connections to other cities tend to have more wealthy inhabitants. On the contrary, cities that are weakly integrated with their close neighbourhoods and have less intense connections to farther cities (we might call it city-level bridging social capital) have lower levels of income. Furthermore, these patterns seem to be valid for networks of cities (Figure 8, right).

Discussion – Building a multidimensional explanatory model

The overall aim of our paper is to find connections between city-level measures of online social network indicators, patterns of mobile communication and the level of income. To understand the relationship among these factors we applied a hierarchical multi-nominal regression model where the dependent variable is the city-level average income per capita. (Due to its size and other characteristics, Budapest was excluded from the analysis.) The first two models include social network and mobile communication variables separately. Their joint effect and control variables are incorporated to the remaining two models (Table 3).

Results of Model 1 show that intercity and intracity social network characteristics are in strong connection with the average level of income. Intracity fragmentation of networks, together with the two indicators measuring the strength of intercity connections and their average distances explain 44 per cent ($R^2 = 0.440, F_{3,340} = 88.89, p < 0.01$) of the dependent variables’ variance. Beta coefficients indicate that higher levels of fragmentation and stronger intercity network ties are positively correlated with the level of income, while the average relative distance of intercity ties is negatively correlated with it. Certainly, the size of the settlement might be a confounding factor that is included in the final complex model.

Fig. 8. Average income per capita and city-to-city connections in cities (left) and clusters (right)
Table 3. Regression results using income per capita as the criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>beta</th>
<th>95% CI [LL, UL]</th>
<th>sr²</th>
<th>95% CI [LL, UL]</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Fit</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>[0.24, 0.41]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.05, 0.15]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg LLR weight</td>
<td>0.59**</td>
<td>[0.49, 0.68]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>[0.17, 0.32]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R² = 0.440**</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Relative Distance</td>
<td>-0.21**</td>
<td>[-0.30, -0.11]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.06]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>95% CI[0.36, 0.50]</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per capita</td>
<td>-0.21**</td>
<td>[-0.30, -0.11]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.05]</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per equipment</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>[0.14, 0.31]</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.07]</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>R² = 0.512**</td>
<td>ΔR² = 0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Apple index'</td>
<td>0.82**</td>
<td>[0.73, 0.91]</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>[0.39, 0.54]</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>95% CI[0.44, 0.57]</td>
<td>95% CI[0.03, 0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.24]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.04]</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg LLR weight</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>[0.14, 0.37]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.05]</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Relative Distance</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>[-0.14, -0.06]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.01]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per capita</td>
<td>-0.16**</td>
<td>[-0.25, -0.07]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.03]</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per equipment</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>[0.05, 0.24]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.03]</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>R² = 0.560**</td>
<td>ΔR² = 0.048**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Apple index'</td>
<td>0.58**</td>
<td>[0.46, 0.70]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.17]</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>95% CI[0.49, 0.61]</td>
<td>95% CI[0.02, 0.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>[0.08, 0.24]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.04]</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg LLR weight</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>[0.12, 0.34]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.04]</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Relative Distance</td>
<td>-0.13*</td>
<td>[-0.22, -0.03]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.02]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per capita</td>
<td>-0.14**</td>
<td>[-0.23, -0.05]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.02]</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per equipment</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.25]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.03]</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Apple index'</td>
<td>0.36**</td>
<td>[0.23, 0.49]</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.06]</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
<td>[0.04, 0.20]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.02]</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Budapest</td>
<td>-0.26**</td>
<td>[-0.35, -0.17]</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.06]</td>
<td>-0.58**</td>
<td>R² = 0.618**</td>
<td>ΔR² = 0.058**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-W distance from</td>
<td>-0.12**</td>
<td>[-0.20, -0.03]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.02]</td>
<td>-0.36**</td>
<td>95% CI[0.55, 0.66]</td>
<td>95% CI[0.03, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: beta indicates the standardized regression weights; sr² represents the semi-partial correlation squared; r represents the zero-order correlation. LL and UL indicate the lower and upper limits of a confidence interval, respectively. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
Model 2 ($R^2 = 0.512, F[3,340] = 118.9, p < 0.01$) includes indicators that capture the mobile communication patterns. Events per capita and events per equipment have medium size effects while the ‘Apple index’ seems to be a very strong predictor of average city-level income. Events per capita has small but negative, and events per equipment has small but positive coefficients. This indicates that more devices per capita do not necessarily mean higher income, but the generally higher frequency of device use, and the presence of more Apple devices result in higher average income levels.

Model 3 ($R^2 = 0.560, F[6,337] = 71.4, p < 0.01$) is an intermediary step and it includes variables from both Model 1 and 2.

In Model 4 we introduced three control variables: population, distance from Budapest, and distance from the most Western city of the country (Szentgotthárd). The last two indicators are intended to measure the core-periphery and East–West relations of the country, therefore, we control for the most basic patterns of spatial inequalities in the country. The overall fit of this complex model 62 per cent which could be considered as quite high ($R^2 = 0.618, F[9,334] = 61.93, p < 0.01$), and basic assumptions that relate to the residuals are met. (See Figure 9 for the distribution of studentized residuals, Q-Q plot of observed against theoretical values and a scatterplot of studentized residuals against predicted values.) The results show that both social network indicators and measures of mobile communication are significantly predicting the average city-level income in Hungary.

The results of the above model indicate that both the characteristics of the settlement-level online social networks (as proxy for ‘real’ social network connections) and various measures of mobile communication patterns are in strong connection to the wealth of cities in Hungary. Echoing the findings of Jackson, O.M. (2008), Kadushin, C. (2012), and Helsley, R.W. and Zenou, Y. (2014) higher level of embeddedness to the network of other cities seems to be a particularly important explanatory variable for economic development. However, not only the extension of the social network, but the intensity of communication and the type of devices used for communication also matter. The results of the model and our preliminary descriptive analysis show that the penetration of devices both spatially and socially has reached a level of saturation. The possibility of mobile communication is almost evenly accessible throughout the country. On the contrary, our results are in line with previous findings of Eagle, N. et al. (2010) and Mao, H. et al. (2013) that it is not the number of devices but the frequency of using them is that plays an important role in explaining the local level of income. In simple terms and empirically proving the common sense: sustained use of expensive devices are clear indicators of

![Fig. 9. Analysis of studentized residuals and fitted values of the final model (Model 4)](image-url)
wealth. The interconnection of these factors also holds when controlling for the basic in-
heritances for spatial inequalities in Hungary.

Conclusions

Communication networks follow divergent spatial patterns in Hungary. The traditional East–West dichotomy of the Hungarian territorial system still seems to be reflected in ICT use in Hungary, however, there is growing spatial concentration that results in the weakening of the traditional West to East incline which is more and more re-
placed by the distance from Budapest and to a lesser extent from the regional centres. These trends can be explained by the growing importance of Budapest and its agglom-
eration in the Hungarian creative economy, and the metropolitan region of Budapest is the central hub for the development of the ICT sector (Egedy, T. et al. 2018). Our results fit with the mainstream research findings (e.g. Raschke, M. et al. 2014; Schläpfer, M. et al. 2014) that the settlement hierarchy has great impact on the diffusion of ICT and the use of mobile devices.

There are significant differences between the different generations in the type of device across all categories of the settlement hierarchy (smartphone predominance in generation Z). Within each generation, the main difference between settlement categories is in communication activity (more active mobile use in the higher levels of the settlement hierarchy and low activity in the peripheral small settlements).

Our research has further refined previ-
ous international findings of Eagle, N. et al. (2009), Richmond, K. and Triplett, R.E. (2017), and statements of the Digital Dividends Report (2016) in that to some ex-
tent the digital divide that exists in the spatial structure can be compensated by social conditions. Different mobile device usage patterns of ‘generation Z’ could dampen the social and economic tensions created by the digital divide in the long run.

The second set of analysis focusing on intercity network did not unfold East–West dichotomy: clusters are usually aligned to the borders of administrative structures. In several cases we were able to identify strong intercity links between settlements with similar level of economic development of the meso-
solevel spatial structure that traverse over different counties and regional borders. Our research has successfully contributed to previous research of Onnela, J.-P. et al. (2007) and Blondel, V.D. et al. (2015) on the role and characteristics of social networks.

We also suggest from the results of the net-
work analysis that signs of disintegration can be observed in the traditional administrative spatial structure: new sub-networks of nodes and links are emerging that are independent from the trajectories of the administrative spatial divides of past and present. Our results corroborate the theory of Tranos, E. et al. (2013) emphasizing the emergence of new hubs in city structures in digital networks and the growing importance of second-tier cities. This process is particularly marked in the western and north-western and northern and north-eastern part of the country, respectively.

According to Tóth, G. et al. (2021) social network cluster borders are not only follow-
ing administrative boundaries. The virtual structure of space is also affected by natu-
ral geography (e.g. Lake Balaton, the river Danube, Bükk Mountains in the north-east). These constitute strong natural barriers that also have a clear impact in the virtual space. Based on our online social network data, the emergence of intercity networks cannot be separated from the physical space.

Infocommunication technologies and virtual networks are playing a key role in the develop-
ment of smart cities in the digital age. Our results suggest that economic development is predominantly connected to the level of em-
beddedness to intercity networks. The direc-
tion of causality is rather twofold here, so it is not the case that dense connections are creat-
ing wealth or higher level of wealth leads to more social connections. Here we see a complex interplay of historical trajectories and current
economic and social processes. ICT is actively shaping both the geographical and virtual space and therefore transforming the role of physical space and its interpretations. In the case of Hungary, it is mainly in the northern part of the country (both East and West) that digital networks are deviating more significantly from the classical administrative territorial structures and where a major transformation of digital patterns is expected in the near future.

The cluster analysis of the digital networks could support re-thinking the traditional spatial structure of Hungary, and also to outline a new, network-based spatial structure. However, it needs further fine-tuning with more research using alternative data sources.
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